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INTRODUCTION
Report Date

19 May 2017

Addressee

Daniel Johns Manchester Limited
CEME Innovation Centre
Marsh Way
Rainham
RM13 8EY

The Property

Development at the Rosedale Building
Dulverton Street/Oldham Road
Manchester
FAO: Mr M. Achmed

Valuation Date

19 May 2017

Valuer Credentials

Graham J Cooke BSc (Hons) FRICS ACIArb
RICS Registered Valuer
RICS Membership No: 0072624
Direct Line: 0161 214 4662
Mobile: 07958 767451
gcooke@matthews-goodman.co.uk
Reviewed by Ben Hartley BCs (Hons) MRICS (Registered Valuer)
Registration Number: 1133419
We are acting as independent Independent Valuers

Inspection Date

5 May 2017

Purpose and Bases of
Valuation

To provide our opinion of the Gross Development Value (GDV) for
development consideration.
The bases of valuation are as follows and these are defined the
Definitions and Basis of Valuation section of this report:
1. Gross Development Value of the completed proposed scheme
(Aggregate Market Value).
We confirm that this valuation is prepared in accordance with the 2014
Edition of the RICS Valuation – Professional Standards (incorporating
the International Valuation Standards) – Global and UK Edition
published by The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors.
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We confirm that in this respect we are acting as independent valuers
and are qualified as asset valuers as defined in the Standards.
Our letter of engagement forms part of this valuation report. It should
be read in full, since it contains important caveats and conditions
relevant to this valuation.
This valuation report is provided for the stated purpose and for the sole
use of Daniel Johns Manchester Limited. It is confidential to the Daniel
Johns Manchester Limited and your professional advisors, and we
accept no responsibility whatsoever to any third party.
Neither the whole nor any part of this report may be included in any
published document, circular or statement, nor published in any way
without the valuer’s written approval of the form and context in which
it may appear.
This report in its current format, shall not be used for Secured Lending
Purposes.

File Reference

111696

Pertinent Issues

Valuation Requirements
There are no specific valuation requirements contained in your
instruction letter.

Assumptions
In preparing our report we wish to outline the following property
specific valuation factors:
•
•
•
•

We specifically assume that all planning application matters have
no irregularities and that the planning has been granted for the
proposed development.
Our valuation is made on the specific assumption of completion of
the scheme in accordance with original plans and specifications.
Energy Performance Certificates are provided prior to completion
of sales at a rating of A to C.
We assume that all residential parts of the property are fully
completed and finished and fully equipped with good quality
kitchen fittings, appliances and good quality bathroom finishes
and appliances.

Special Assumptions
In preparing our report we wish to outline the following Special
Assumptions which have been adopted in the preparation of our
valuation:
•

Our valuation is carried out on the special assumption that the
properties have been fully marketed and that all information
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•
•
•
•

relating to sold properties is accurate and authentic in relation to
agreed purchase prices.
That the developer ‘Hi Lux Limited’ is a reputable company
experienced in large development projects.
That the proposed development is fully monitored and supervised
by experienced and qualified project managers, architects and
structural engineers.
That there are no geotechnical problems associated with ground
conditions which would lead to extraneous costs in site
preparation.
That there are no deleterious materials or environmental issues in
the subject site or surrounding or adjoining sites which would lead
to statutory intervention.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Property

Type
Residential and commercial development

Location
Manchester is well served equally by a significant number of bars,
restaurants and leisure facilities together with internationally
renowned sporting clubs, together with more local sporting facilities.
The A62 provides one of the main arterial roads running between
Manchester and Oldham. The property is situated on the corner of a
junction of Dulverton Street and the A62 (Oldham Road),
approximately two miles to the east of Manchester city centre.
Regular bus routes run along Oldham Road to the city centre and a tram
stop is located approximately a quarter of a mile from the subject
property with regular services into Manchester centre at approximately
ten minute intervals.
The surrounding area has seen some residential developments,
generally of smaller low-rise affordably housing schemes. The area
would generally be classed as an emerging area of the Manchester city
centre and an extension to the significant developments in and around
Ancoats and the inner ring road.
The immediate surroundings to the property comprise a mix of older
commercial types of premises and residential housing with a large area
of vacant land situated to the west.

Description
The existing site comprises 0.53 acre and has old mixed use commercial
buildings dating from the Victorian era. They are multi storey, brick
built, with slate roofs. The majority of the building is vacant.
The proposed development comprises the erection of a part ten, part
six, part five-storey building behind the retained facade of the Rosedale
building to form 114 one, two and three bedroom apartments and Class
A1 (retail) of retail floor space at ground floor level with associated
parking and landscaping. The commercial element of the property shall
comprise approximately 6,536 sq ft. The configuration of the property
at the upper levels comprises as follows:
First Floor
13 two bedroom apartments, 5 one bedroom
apartments and one studio apartment and one three bedroom
apartment.
Second Floor 13 two bedroom apartments, 6 one bedroom
apartments, one studio apartment and one three bedroom apartment.
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Third Floor 13 two bedroom apartments, 6 one bedroom
apartments, one studio apartment and one three bedroom apartment.
Fourth Floor 11 two bedroom apartments, 5 one bedroom
apartments and one three bedroom apartment.
Fifth Floor
7 two bedroom apartments, 3 one bedroom apartments
and 2 three bedroom apartments.
Six Floor
2 two-bedroom penthouse apartments, 2 three
bedroom penthouse apartments and 1 one bedroom penthouse
apartment.
Seventh Floor 2 two bedroom penthouse apartments, 3 three bedroom
penthouse apartments and 2 one bedroom penthouse apartment.
Eighth Floor 2 two bedroom apartments, 3 two bedroom penthouse
apartments and 1 one bedroom penthouse apartment.
Ninth Floor 2 two bedroom penthouse apartments, 2 three bedroom
penthouse apartments and 1 one bedroom penthouse apartment.
We have been provided schematic drawings which were provided in
association with the planning application to Manchester City Council
from Messrs Hodder & Partners setting out the configuration of the
individual apartments and commercial elements of the property.
In addition to the development of apartments, there is provision for 83
basement car parking spaces together with an element of landscaping
to the surrounding communal areas.
We have no details relating to the specification of the accommodation
to be provided however, we have assumed that, for the purposes of
this valuation, all residential apartments and commercial elements of
the building shall be completed in accordance with the plans and
specifications provided by the architect.

Accommodation
We enclose as an appendix to this report a schedule of the proposed
accommodation. The floor areas have been provided by the customer
and we relied upon these floor areas in the calculation of our Gross
Development Value. Should the final development show floor areas
which differ significantly from those which have been assumed for the
purposes of this report, we reserve the right to reconsider our valuation
figures accordingly.
The total site area comprises approximately 0.53 of an acre (0.22
hectare).
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Tenure

Freehold

Tenancy / Tenancies

None

Factors Affecting
Value

Strengths
•

The proposed development is for a good quality apartments
comprising one, two and three bedroom apartments, together
with penthouse apartments to the upper floors.

•

It is proposed that leisure facilities shall be incorporated on site
including bars, restaurants, gym.

•

The property is reasonably connected to Manchester city
centre by way of bus routes and near a Metrolink station.

•

We understand pre-sales of 71 apartments have been
achieved.

Weaknesses

Valuation

•

The surrounding area to the property is not considered a prime
development location within Manchester.

•

There are significant better locations of new developments of
apartments within walking distance of Manchester city centre
with a good supply of one, two and three bedroom apartments.

•

We consider the realistic sales prices should reflect the location
of the development.

•

We consider the development proposals are over specification
for the area.

•

The surrounding properties are generally of low value
residential units and poor quality commercial units.

In our opinion the Gross Development Value of the proposed
development as described above, incorporating 114 one, two and three
bedroom apartments and approximately 6,536 sq ft of commercial
accommodation based on the assumptions set out in this report, is in
the order of £20,338,600 (Twenty Million Three Hundred and Thirty
Eight Thousand and Six Hundred Pounds).
In the above, we have assumed that 83 car parking spaces shall each
attract a value of £10,000 per space.
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PROPERTY REPORT
1.0

Location

Manchester is a city and Metropolitan Borough in Greater Manchester with a population of 514,414
as at 2013. It lies within the United Kingdom’s most popular urban area with a population of 2.55
million. Manchester if fringed by the Cheshire Plain to the south, The Pennines to the north and east
and an arch of towns which forms a continuous conurbation. The local authority is Manchester City
Council.
Manchester is well served by local transport infrastructure and is situated on the West Coast Mainline
linking Manchester with London and Glasgow. A more local train network links Manchester with
surrounding towns and cities. Manchester became the first city in the UK to acquire a modern light
rail transport system which opened in 1992 and has subsequently been extended throughout the
region and now consists of 69 stations linking the city centre with surrounding towns, including Bolton
to the north and Altringham to the south.
Manchester is deemed a metropolitan and diverse city comprising many cultures. The universities
within Manchester have expanded rapidly and the city centre has also expanded significantly over
the last 15 years with large scale residential schemes providing apartments in multi-storey blocks,
both within the city centre and more recently in more fringe locations including Salford Quays, areas
of North Manchester and East Manchester around New Islington and Ancoats which have been
significantly redeveloped over the last five years. City centre living has become increasingly popular
with young professionals, singles and indeed young families who work in around Manchester city
centre.
Manchester is well served equally by a significant number of bars, restaurants and leisure facilities
together with internationally renowned sporting clubs, together with more local sporting facilities.
The A62 provides one of the main arterial roads running between Manchester and Oldham. The
property is situated on the corner of a junction of Dulverton Street and the A62 (Oldham Road),
approximately two miles to the east of Manchester city centre.
Regular bus routes run along Oldham Road to the city centre and a tram stop is located approximately
a quarter of a mile from the subject property with regular services into Manchester centre at
approximately ten minute intervals.
The surrounding area has seen some residential developments, generally of smaller low-rise
affordably housing schemes. The area would generally be classed as an emerging area of the
Manchester city centre and an extension to the significant developments in and around Ancoats and
the inner ring road.
The immediate surroundings to the property comprise a mix of older commercial types of premises
and residential housing with a large area of vacant land situated to the west.
The location of the site is indicated in red on the attached Ordnance Survey extract for identification
purposes only.
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2.0

Description – The Proposed Development

The proposed development comprises the erection of a part ten, part six, part five-storey building
behind the retained facade of the Rosedale building to form 114 one, two and three bedroom
apartments and Class A1 (retail) of retail floor space at ground floor level with associated parking and
landscaping. The commercial element of the property shall comprise approximately 6,536 sq ft. The
configuration of the property at the upper levels comprises as follows:
First Floor

13 two bedroom apartments, 5 one bedroom apartments and 1 studio apartment
and 1 three bedroom apartment.

Second Floor 13 two bedroom apartments, 6 one bedroom apartments, 1 studio apartment and
1 three bedroom apartment.
Third Floor

13 two bedroom apartments, 6 one bedroom apartments, 1 studio apartment and
1 three bedroom apartment.

Fourth Floor 11 two bedroom apartments, 5 one bedroom apartments and 1 three bedroom
apartment.
Fifth Floor

7 two bedroom apartments, 3 one bedroom apartments and 2 three bedroom
apartments.

Six Floor

2 two-bedroom penthouse apartments, 2 three bedroom penthouse apartments and 1
one bedroom penthouse apartment.

Seventh Floor 2 two bedroom penthouse apartments, 3 three bedroom penthouse apartments and 2
one bedroom penthouse apartments.
Eighth Floor 2 two bedroom apartments, 3 two bedroom penthouse apartments and 1 one
bedroom penthouse apartment.
Ninth Floor

2 two bedroom penthouse apartments, 2 three bedroom penthouse apartments and 1
one bedroom penthouse apartment.

We have been provided schematic drawings which were provided in association with the planning
application to Manchester City Council from Messrs Hodder & Partners setting out the configuration
of the individual apartments and commercial elements of the property.
In addition to the development of apartments, there is provision for 83 basement car parking spaces
together with an element of landscaping to the surrounding communal areas.
We have no details relating to the specification of the accommodation to be provided however, we
have assumed that, for the purposes of this valuation, all residential apartments and commercial
elements of the building shall be completed in accordance with the plans and specifications provided
by the architect.
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We assume, as special assumption, that the apartments are finished to a good standard internally
with good quality kitchen fittings and appliances and that all walls are plastered and emulsioned with
low voltage lighting and good quality tiling and bathroom fittings, together with quality floor
coverings.
Our valuation set out below is provided on the basis that a full re-inspection of the property shall be
undertaken upon completion of the developments and should any of the special assumptions
regarding specifications and finish not be met, we reserve the right to reconsider our valuation figures
at the appropriate time.
Whilst we are not specifically required to comment upon the construction cost, we have been
provided with development costings from Quantum which total £15,435,466. We have not been
advised whether this figure is a tendered costing or approximate. As stated, we are not providing a
full development appraisal of the site and are instructed to provide our estimate and valuation
opinion of the Gross Development Value at this stage.
Should we be required to provide a full Development Appraisal, this may involve suitably qualified
building surveyors experienced in costing procedures, to advise more fully on the costing figures
which have been provided.
Our valuation assumes that all residential parts and commercial parts of the proposed development
are fully serviced by mains electricity, gas water and drainage. We have no information relating to
heating provision, however, understand that a lift system shall be provided within the development.
We further are of the opinion that a service charge provision shall be levied to the individual owners
of the apartments on an annual basis, relating to the management, cleaning services and nonrecoverable landlord’s costs including insurance for the maintenance and running of the proposed
development.
We understand that this has not yet been calculated.

3.0

Proposed Accommodation

We enclose as an appendix to this report a schedule of the proposed accommodation. The floor areas
have been provided by the customer and we relied upon these floor areas in the calculation of our
Gross Development Value. Should the final development show floor areas which differ significantly
from those which have been assumed for the purposes of this report, we reserve the right to
reconsider our valuation figures accordingly.
The total site area comprises approximately 0.53 acres (0.22 hectares).

4.0

Site

The site is roughly triangular in shape and currently houses older industrial era buildings comprising
a mix of commercial uses. It is understood that the proposed development shall retain the existing
facade to the older building fronting onto Oldham Road (A62). We assume that specialist advice from
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suitably qualified engineers shall be required in respect of the engineering works of retaining the
existing facade whilst developing the new building to the rear.
The site is generally level.

5.0

Condition

We would specifically refer you to our terms of engagement where we have agreed that we would
not carry out any existing building survey or carry out or commission any geotechnical surveys relating
to the existing ground conditions.
In the absence of such report, we have assumed for the purposes of our calculation of Gross
Development Value, that the site has no contaminative or geotechnical problems which would
necessitate extraneous costs of site preparation, prior to development. We specifically assume that
all conduits, drains and existing services have been fully explored and that no significant diversion
costs shall be required.
Should any geotechnical survey be prepared which reveals any information to the contrary, we
reserve the right to reconsider our valuation figures accordingly.

6.0

Tenure

We have not been provided with a copy of Title documents however, we understand from the
customer that the site is freehold and that it is unencumbered and free from any onerous or
restrictive covenants.

7.0

Tenancies

We have specifically assumed that all residential and commercial elements of the property will be
offered for sale or have been sold on the basis of a long leasehold interest.
As noted above, we have not been provided with any service charge information however, consider
that due to the size and nature of the scheme a service charge for Landlord’s non-recoverable costs
and running costs of the development shall be levied against each individual apartment.
.

8.0

Statutory Enquiries

Planning
Our enquiries of the local planning authority at Manchester City Council have revealed that the
planning application and planning consent was granted under planning reference:
082859/FO/2007/N1 for the erection of a part ten, part six, part five-storey building behind a retained
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facade of the Rosedale Building to form 114 one, two and three bedroom flats and 569 sq m of ground
floor commercial retail space with associated landscaping.
The date of the application was February 2011 and the original planning application number was
095431/REP/2011/N1. The approved planning application had associated conditions attached and
we would advise comment by a suitably qualified solicitor in respect of any onerous nature of these
conditions. We have assumed, for the purposes of our valuation, that there has been a discharge of
some of the conditions and we assume that following a letter from Manchester City Council dated 4
April 2013 that information required by the Council has been properly provided in relation to various
conditions from the original application.
Our valuation advice on the Gross Development Value set out below is made on the Special
Assumption that all planning matters have been addressed and that the proposed development has
a full planning consent (excepting reserved matters) in respect of the proposed development.
We have not been made aware of any current planning proposals or highways proposals which are
likely to materially adversely the affect the property and developments at the current time, however,
these matters may change over the course of the proposed development.
Council Tax/Business Rates
The completed development shall be assessed for both Council Tax and Business Rates upon
completion of the proposed development.

9.0

Environmental Matters

Contamination
We have not been provided with an environmental report in respect of the property, and we have
not investigated whether any historic uses of the property may have resulted in an instance of
contamination.
However, our inspection of the property did not reveal any obvious sources of contamination that
would affect the proposed development. We understand that as part of the planning process an
environmental report shall have been required to have been produced to the planning authority
setting out in great detail any contaminative issues in relation to the proposed development.
Should it be established subsequently that contamination exists at the property or on any
neighbouring land or that the premises have been or are being put to contaminative use, this might
reduce the values now reported.
Invasive Species
We have not undertaken a detailed inspection of the property for the presence of Japanese Knotweed
or any other invasive plant species. Japanese Knotweed is more easily identifiable at different times
of the year and where the site is subject to overgrown vegetation, near a railway embankment or
sloping ground, close to water course or other sources of pathway. During our inspection, we did not
observe the presence of any invasive plant species.
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Radon Gas
The property is not situated in an area susceptible to high levels of radon gas which would have any
material effect on our valuation.
Flooding
We have researched the Environment Agency website and note that the site is not identified to be at
risk from flooding.
Energy Efficiency
The completed development shall be assessed for EPC rating upon completion.
It should be noted that it is a legal requirement for letting or sale of properties to have an EPC
certificate under current legislation.
Asbestos
We have no information relating to the presence or otherwise of any asbestos or deleterious material
on site which should have to be removed under the Control of Waste regulations. In the absence of
such a report, we assume there are no deleterious materials or asbestos which shall require such
treatment.

10.0 Factors Affecting Value
Location
•
•
•
•
•
•

The property is situated approximately two miles to the west/northwest of Manchester city
centre.
The proposed development is situated fronting onto the A62 Oldham Road, a busy main
arterial road running between Manchester and Oldham and beyond in an easterly direction.
A regular bus route runs along the A62 linking Manchester and Oldham.
There is a Metro tram link approximately a quarter of a mile from the subject site, providing
regular links into Manchester city centre.
The location is not currently recognised as a prime residential location and there have been
a significant number of schemes providing residential development closer to and within
Manchester city centre within the last five years.
The location of the property is surrounded by lower quality affordable housing schemes,
mixed commercial uses, mixed residential housing stock and commercial uses fronting onto
Oldham Road.

The Proposed Scheme
•

The proposed scheme provides for a high-quality development incorporating high quality
finishes and residential apartments which may be considered inappropriate for the existing
surrounding environment.
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•
•

We have not details in respect of the proposed uses (beyond retail) of the ground floor
commercial uses.
We understand that 71 of the apartments have been pre-sold although we have no
contractual information relating to the agreements which have been reached with the
proposed purchasers and understand that many of these are foreign investors. Deposits of
10% have been taken in respect of these pre-sales and we understand this provides for
approximately £1,780,000.

11.0 Comparable Evidence
Comparables
We have not been asked to advise upon the Market Value of the individual apartments or commercial
units for the purposes of this valuation at this stage.
We set out below comparable properties from the internet based research undertaken.
We consider there are more attractive, better located development schemes which have been
undertaken within Manchester city centre itself and therefore, we have drawn our comparable
evidence from more fringe locations between half a mile and two miles from the city centre.
We consider these are more appropriate to draw by way of comparison for the subject scheme due
to the nature of the surrounding area, being a transitional area of Manchester.
We have not inspected the comparable properties and these vary by way of size internally and
number of bathrooms and quality of finishes.
Due to the configuration and nature of the development on the subject site, the size of the units vary
dependent upon location within the scheme, however, there is a degree of replication on a floor by
floor basis.

One bedroom Apartments
Ellesmere Street, Manchester
A one bedroom duplex apartment with a galleried bedroom on the 10th floor, with roof terrace, is
currently available for sale with an asking price of £160,000.
Regent Road, Manchester
A new build one double bedroom apartment is currently available for sale within a purpose built new
development with an asking price of £169,500.
City Point 2, Chapel Street, Salford, M3
A 3rd floor one bedroom apartment located at City Point 2 Development, close to Spinningfields and
within walking distance of Salford University is currently available for sale with an asking price of
£169,950.
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Great Ancoats Street, Manchester
A purpose built one bedroom is currently available in anew build scheme for sale with an asking price
of £169,995.
St George’s Island, Kelsall Place, Castlefield
A one bedroom ground floor apartment with full length balcony comprising lounge, dining area, fitted
kitchen, family bathroom with allocated car parking space is currently available for sale with an asking
price of £169,995.
Manchester Riverside Apartments, Salford, M5 4UE
A purpose built one bedroom apartment is currently available for sale with an asking price of
£170,000.
Ellesmere Street, Manchester
A one bedroom apartment within this development is currently available for sale with an asking price
of £170,000.
Block 9, Spectrum, Blackfriars Road, Salford, M3 7DZ
A one bedroom ground floor apartment in the Spectrum Development close to the city centre is
currently available for sale with an asking price of £172,000.
Manchester Riverside Apartments, Salford, M5 4UE
A purpose built one bedroom apartment is currently available at £150,000.
Cheetham Hill Road, Manchester, M4
A development known as The Hallmark is offering a one bedroom apartment for sale at £150,000.
Lower Vicar Street, Manchester – Victoria Mill, M40
A one bedroom apartment is currently available in a converted mill premises at £154,000.
St George’s Island, Kelsall Place, Castlefield
A 12th floor one bedroom ground floor apartment with full length balcony is currently available for
sale with an asking price of £159,950.

Two Bedroom Apartments
Fresh, 138 Chapel Street, Salford
A purpose built 4th floor, 2 bedroom apartment adjacent to the Lowry Hotel a few minutes walk from
the city centre, is currently available at £165,000.
Salford Waterside Apartments, Silk Street, Salford, M3 6EN
A two bedroom apartment in a new development, a short walk from the city centre is currently
available for sale with an asking price of £169,995.
Fresh, 138 Chapel Street, Salford
A purpose built 4th floor, 2 bedroom apartment adjacent to Salford central Railway Station is currently
available at £170,000.
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Ashton Old Road, Beswick
Six apartments are currently available, al are two bedroom apartments, within this modern
development in a fringe location, approximately 1.5 miles from Manchester city centre at £170,000.
Burton Place, Castlefield
A purpose built development, approximately 10 minutes walk from Manchester city, has a two
bedroom is currently available at £174,950.
Blackfriars Road, Salford
A 2 bedroom apartment, close to Manchester city centre, Deansgate and the Metrolink Station, is
currently available at £174,950.
Delta Point, One Greengate West, Salford
A 2 bedroom apartment on the 2nd floor of a modern purpose built development close to Salford
University and Manchester the city centre, is currently available at £150,000.
Adelphi Street, Manchester, M3
Salford Waterside Apartments are in the heart of the area with a rising population, approximately
one mile from Manchester city. A two bedroom apartment is available at £156,995.
Moss Lane, Manchester, M15 – The Barrel Yard
A 2 bedroom apartment is currently available within a purpose built development at £165,000.
Salford Waterside Apartments, Silk Street, Salford, M3 6EN
A two bedroom apartment in a new development, is currently available for sale with an asking price
of £190,000.
Mirabell Street, Manchester, M3
A two bedroom apartment is currently available for sale within this modern apartment block with an
asking price of £190,000.
Barton Close, Green Quarter, Manchester, M4
A two bedroom apartment is currently available for sale within a modern development in the popular
Green Quarter Development, close to Victoria Station and the Printworks, with an asking price of
£194,950.
City Point One, 150 Chapel Street, Salford,M3
A penthouse two bedroom apartment is currently available in this modern purpose built
development, with balcony and secure parking, for £199,950.
Spectrum, Block 3, Blackfriars Road, Salford
A 10th floor two bedroom apartment, a short walk from the city centre is currently available for sale
with an asking price of £204,950.
Vallea Court, Red Bank Manchester, M4 4FE
A 14th floor two bedroom apartment, within a modern purpose built development within the popular
Green Quarter of Manchester, a short walk from the city centre is currently available for sale with an
asking price of £215,000.
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Lake House, Castlefield, Manchester, M15
A penthouse two bedroom apartment, arranged as a duplex apartment is currently available within
this purpose built development for £207,500.
The Old Bank
A penthouse two bedroom apartment, in close proximity to Manchester University and Manchester
city centre is currently available for sale with an asking price of £215,000.
Unit14 Greengate, Manchester, M3
A new proposed development of 300 apartments is currently offering off plan a two bedroom
apartment at £230,650. The development is five minutes walk from Manchester city centre.
Three Bedroom Apartments
Mason Street, Manchester
A three bedroom apartment, in the centre of Manchester, is currently available for sale at £295,000.
Water Street, Manchester
A three bedroom apartment, in Tower B, is currently available for sale at £291,000.
Furness Quay, Salford, M50
A new development in the heart of Media City in Manchester; a popular redeveloped area of Salford
Quays is currently available at £289,995.
Waden Street, Salford, M5
A development in the heart of the historic quarter of Castlefield is offering a three bedroom
apartment available for sale at £286,000.
Danforth Apartments, Fortis Quay, Salford Quays
Three bedroom town houses currently for sale within the Salford Quays development at £279,995.
The Sorting House, Newton Street, Manchester
A luxury duplex three bedroom apartment, in the Northern Quarter is currently available for sale at
£250,000.
The Riverside, Lowry Wharf, Derwent Street, Salford, M5
A three bedroom apartment, is currently available in a new development on the periphery of
Castlefield, a few minutes walk from Manchester city centre at £249,950.
Furness Quay, Salford, M50
A three bedroom apartment is currently for sale close to Media City development of Salford Quays at
Media City in Manchester; a popular redeveloped area of Salford Quays, is currently available at
£237,495.
Allwell Building, Derwent Street
A three bedroom apartment on the top floor o a modern purpose built development, forming part of
Lowry Wharf Complex, half a mile from Deansgate, is currently for sale at £187,000.
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Delta Point
A three bedroom apartment at Delta Point on Blackfriars Road, Salford, is currently available at
£190,000.
Taking into account the better location of many of the above comparable properties and the
uncertainty over the surrounding areas to the subject property at Oldham Road, and the fact that it
is two miles out of Manchester city centre, leads us to the following opinions of value of the various
property types.
57 two bedroom apartments at £165,000 each
26 one bedroom apartments at £150,000 each
6 three bedroom apartments at £185,000 each
8 two bedroom penthouse apartments at £175,000 each
4 one bedroom penthouse apartments at £160,000 each
10 three bedroom penthouse apartments at £210,000 each
3 studio apartments at £100,000 each
The above leads us to the opinion at the current time, that the residential apartments have a Gross
Development Value in the order of £18,855,000.
Regarding the commercial element of the buildings, comprising 6,536 sq ft, our opinion on Capital
Value is in the order of £100 per sq ft based upon a shell finish accommodation requiring a complete
fit-out. As discussed, a more detailed analysis based on research shall be provided when details of
specifications are known.
In addition to the above, we understand there are 83 car parking spaces proposed beneath the
development and we are of the opinion that these have a value in the order of £10,000 each,
providing an additional £830,000.
The total opinion of Gross Development Value based on the above is in the order of £20,338,600
(Twenty Million Three Hundred and Thirty Eight Thousand and Six Hundred Pounds).
Where possible, we have taken reasonable steps to verbally corroborate our comparable transaction
evidence together with asking prices for properties currently on the market, where we have no direct
involvement with the transaction; we are unable to guarantee the accuracy of the information
provided and reserve the right to amend our valuation, if it is established that the information on
which we have relied is subsequently established to be materially inaccurate.
Eventual sales prices of the proposed development residential units shall vary dependent upon
location within the scheme, therefore, we have based our Gross Development Value on an average
opinion of value of a one bedroom apartment, two bedroom apartment, three bedroom apartment
and penthouse apartments. Based upon the above, we consider these average values to be as above.
Disclaimer: Where possible we have taken reasonable steps to verbally corroborate comparable
transaction evidence. However, where we have no direct involvement with the transaction we are
unable to guarantee the accuracy of the information provided and we reserve the right to amend our
valuation, if it is established that any information on which we have relied is subsequently established
to be materially inaccurate.
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12.0 Market Commentary
In the immediate aftermath of the vote in the EU Referendum to leave the European Union, there is
a great deal of uncertainty about the future course of all markets, including the stock market,
property, and other forms of investment. However, the resolution of some short term uncertainties
such as the leadership of the Government, and stabilisation of currency and stock markets, have
contributed to a lengthening of the horizons underlying general investment sentiment.
It is still likely to be several months before any clear trends become established, and there is material
uncertainty about short term fluctuations in value, and therefore the level of reliance to be placed on
any valuation of real property, or the length of time that it may be relevant. At present discounts of
10% to 15% are being seen in some markets compared to values before the vote, whilst in others,
such as the Auction sector, transactions have continued without apparent reductions in value. We
would, therefore, recommend that the valuation is kept under regular review and that specific market
advice is obtained should you wish to effect a disposal.
We continue to reflect recent events and transactions in the relevant market in any of our valuations,
and take note of all changes in the market as they occur. We will have regard to the value of property
in normal market conditions, but endeavour to reflect appropriate discounts for the level of risk,
changes in demand and supply, availability of funding, and investor sentiment in reaching our
conclusions.
According to the Bank of England Inflation Report of February 2017 CPI inflation rose to 1.6% in
December 2016 and further substantial increases are very likely over coming months. The December
figure is a significant increase from September when inflation reached 1%, up from 0.5% in July 2016.
Over the medium term inflation is expected reaching 2.80% in the first half of 2018 before gradually
falling back to 2.4% in three years time. It is expected that inflation will return close to the target rate
of 2% the following year. Dollar oil prices rose from $27 per barrel in January 2016 to $55 per barrel
in January 2017 and sterling oil spot prices have risen 9% since November. Petrol forecourt prices
have increased by 10.8% since December and wholesale gas prices are up 4%.
Commodity prices
including metals and agricultural products have shown consistent price growth over the past three
months with metals prices increasing rapidly over 2016. Agricultural product prices fell sharply in Q3
2016, lowering CPI. As the value of sterling has fallen the combination of weak currency and
increasing product prices will contribute to import inflation going forward.
The value of sterling is now 18% below its peak in November 2015 and has been sensitive to changing
views on the likely nature of UK trading arrangements following Brexit. Domestically generated
inflation (DGI) has risen but remains below past averages.
With increased import costs domestic businesses have been able to improve profits through domestic
price increases whilst maintaining competitive pricing compared to imported goods. Another
important contributor to DGI is labour costs which remain largely subdued. Although there was an
upturn in labour cost in Q3 2016 at 2.3% this is largely due to National Insurance and pensions
contributions increases which should not be repeated going forwards. Whilst unemployment levels
are low at less than 5% wage growth is subdued. As productivity growth is slow pressure on wage
increases is low although rising CPI may put pressure on wages in the near term if employees seek
pay rises to offset their increased living costs. It is however possible that real terms incomes could
slip back reducing overall consumer demand.
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The measures introduced by the MPC in August to continue its asset purchase programme has been
maintained and the Bank pf England Base Rate of 0.25% looks set to remain unchanged in the near
term, even if CPI is increasing. Longer term the BoE forecast interest rates may reach 0.5% by the
end of 2017, rising to just below 0.75% by early 2020. This has pushed the timeframe out yet again
although the prospect for interest rates being reduced to 0.1% now seems unlikely. Forecasts from
May 2016 suggested Bank of England base rates would reach 0.8% in 2019 which was well below
previous forecasts at that time and is now unlikely in any event.
The global picture is a little more supportive for UK exports, and hence net trade, than three months
ago although recent improvements in the value of sterling, if they persist, may provide some offset.
In the USA four quarter growth strengthened broadly as expected in November, supported by a
robust retail spend. A range of indicators including sharp rises in business and consumer confidence
point to a strengthening in underlying demand. The new administration are likely to stimulate the
economy through their fiscal plan which should continue to drive growth. On the other hand market
prices suggest interest rates may need to rise by up to 0.75% to try and curb inflation as the dollar
strengthened by 4%. Emerging markets continue to be subdued although when considered together
there is some prospect for improvement as Russia and Brazil come out of recession. Financial
conditions have tightened in China where growth is forecast to slow to 6%. As the world’s second
largest economy, accounting for 13% of world GDP in 2014 and the single largest emerging market
for UK exports this has potential for significant impact on the UK economy.
Bond rates in the Euro area have risen with ten year German government bonds increasing by 0.4%
since November with other Euro countries including Portugal, Spain and France showing higher
increases. The European Central Bank announced in December that it will extend its asset purchase
policy throughout 2017 albeit at a reduced rate from 80 billion euro per month to 60 billion euro per
month from April. There is an upward trajectory for interest rates in the Eurozone since November
however the ECB deposit rate remains in negative territory. Growth has continued to recover and
showed quarterly growth at 0.5% in Q4 up from 0.3% in Q3 2016. This follows a period of stagnation
between 2012 and 2013 and over the past 24 months growth has been slow but steady.
Unemployment levels have fallen to 9.6% from 12% three years ago and the labour market slack has
narrowed. Wage price inflation is low at 1.3% to Q3 2016 which is dragging inflation back. Headline
inflation picked up to 1.8% in January largely as a result of recent commodity price increases.
The Investment Market Overview
The investment market ended 2016 on a high after a volatile period. Investment into UK commercial
property recovered strongly in Q4, to £16bn, following a very weak Q3, which brought the 2016
annual total up to £48.9bn. Although down 27% from 2015’s £67.4bn and the weakest year since
2012, it was a respectable number, given ambitious pricing and the levels of uncertainty experienced
during the year, and 10% above the 10-year average. Investment transaction volumes remained
buoyant and the number of transactions was broadly similar to the year before at 4,100. The 1,235
deals in Q4 2016 was slightly ahead of that in Q4 2015, suggesting momentum going into 2017 and
plenty of activity at the smaller end of the market.
London suffered disproportionately in 2016 in terms of volume. Investment fell 29%, compared to a
12% drop for the rest of the UK. Despite a bounce back in Q4, fuelled by a flurry of new entrants from
China and Hong Kong, Central London office investment slumped to a five-year low of £13.1bn. Prices
also softened slightly, albeit from very high levels.
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Three main factors stood out in the year. Outside of London, there was a big drop in multi-region
portfolio sales, which were a big driver of volumes in the previous two years and there was a notable
increase in demand from local authorities. Encouraged by central government cuts and low
borrowing rates, local authorities spent more than £1.5bn in 2016—considerably more than in the
previous six years combined. The third was the rising popularity of the industrial sector. Pinpointed
by many as the sector best placed to cope with any Brexit-related headwinds, industrial investment
as a share of the total reached a seven-year high of 12%, helped by a particularly strong Q4.
Despite some evidence of softening prices on specific deals in H2 2016, the average all-property yield
based on recorded transactions actually fell by 31 bps, to 6.34 %, when compared with H1 2016.
This downward momentum can partly be attributed to investors shifting away from riskier assets
following Brexit and investor focus aimed at long let good covenant stock. The resilience of the UK
economy, and a further fall in gilt yields, were other possible factors.
The retail sector recorded the weakest compression over the year, falling by 14 bps to settle at 6.37%
in the final quarter.
Looking ahead, average property yields should continue to remain low if the recent trend away from
riskier investments continues. Healthy fundamentals, low gilt yields, and the lack of forced sellers in
the market should also offer support to prices in 2017, even if sentiment deteriorates when Brexit
becomes more of a reality.
Having researched the Halifax House Price Index Commentary published 8th May 2017, the following
salient points provide updated commentary on the housing market.
Key Facts
•

House prices in the last three months (February-April) were 0.2% lower than in the previous
three months (November-January). This was the first quarterly fall since November 2012.

•

Prices in the three months to April were 3.8% higher than in the same three months a year
earlier.

•

House prices fell by 0.1% between March and April.

•

Sales in March were very similar to the levels recorded in both January and February, at
102,810.

•

The number of properties coming on to the market for sale fell in March for the 13 th month
in a row.

•

Confidence in the UK housing market has stabilised following a record decline, according to
the latest Halifax Housing Market Confidence Tracker.
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13.0 Valuation Methodology
We have valued the property and arrived at our Gross Development Value by a comparative method
as this is the basis upon which such developments are undertaken.
We have not been requested to provide a residual land value therefore, a residual approach has not
been provided at this stage.
Valuation Assumptions
As noted earlier in our report, we have made various special assumptions in the provision of our
opinion of Gross Development Value of the scheme.
•
•
•
•
•
•

We assume that full planning consent has been provided and that all conditions have been
discharged.
That all properties are built in accordance with original plans and specifications.
The development is properly supervised under qualified supervision of architects, project
managers and engineers.
That the property is completed.
We specifically assume that all properties are finished to a good standard incorporating good
quality kitchen appliances, bathroom fixtures and fittings and internal finishes.
We assume that the completed development shall be professionally managed by experienced
property managers and with an established service charge set at an appropriate level.

14.0 Valuations
In our opinion the Gross Development Value of the proposed development as described above,
incorporating 114 one, two and three bedroom apartments and approximately 6,536 sq ft of
commercial accommodation based on the assumptions set out in this report, is in the order of
£20,338,600 (Twenty Million Three Hundred and Thirty Eight Thousand and Six Hundred Pounds).
In the above, we have assumed that 83 car parking spaces shall each attract a value of £10,000 per
space.

15.0 Reinstatement Cost
Our informal estimate of the reinstatement cost of the proposed property is some £16,000,000
(Sixteen Million Pounds).
We reiterate that the property has not been inspected by a suitably qualified Building Surveyor from
Matthews and Goodman LLP. This figure is indicative only and the borrower should seek a formal
assessment from a specialist insurance valuer if insurance cover is to be effected.
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16.0 Property Characteristics
We consider the following points to be pertinent to the quality of the security:
Strengths
•

The proposed development is for good quality apartments comprising one, two and three
bedroom apartments, together with penthouse apartments to the upper floors.

•

It is proposed that leisure facilities shall be incorporated on site including bars, restaurants,
gym.

•

The property is reasonably connected to Manchester city centre by way of bus routes and
near a Metrolink station.

•

We understand pre-sales of 71 apartments have been achieved.

Weaknesses
•

The surrounding area to the property is not considered a prime development location
within Manchester.

•

There are significant better locations of new developments of apartments within walking
distance of Manchester city centre with a good supply of one, two and three bedroom
apartments.

•

We consider the realistic sales prices should reflect the location of the development.

•

We consider the development proposals are over specification for the area.

•

The surrounding properties are generally of low value residential units and poor quality
commercial units.
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17.0 Signatories
Whilst we trust that this report is satisfactory for your immediate purposes, should you have any
queries or points which require further clarification we shall be pleased to hear from you.

_____________________________
Graham J Cooke BSc (Hons) FRICS ACIArb
RICS Membership No: 0072624
For and on behalf of Matthews & Goodman LLP

26 May 2017
Dated

_____________________________
Ben Hartley BSc (Hons) MRICS
Registered Valuer No: 1133419
For and on behalf of Matthews & Goodman LLP

26 May 2017
Dated
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Appendix One
Instruction

File No:111696

#012a
From: Maruf Ahmed [mailto:maruf@danieljohns.co.uk]
Sent: 05 May 2017 15:02
To: Graham Cooke <GCooke@matthews-goodman.co.uk>
Subject: Re: Imperia Blue Finance - Daniel Johns, Hilux Manchester.
Hi Graham, please raise the invoice for Daniel Johns Manchester Ltd with the below address:

Address: Ceme Innovation Centre, Marshway, Rainham, RM13 8EU
Thanks

On Fri, 5 May 2017 at 14:02, Maruf Ahmed <maruf@danieljohns.co.uk> wrote:
Hi Graham, please send us your T&cs to proceed. Thanks
On Fri, 5 May 2017 at 13:40, Graham Cooke <GCooke@matthews-goodman.co.uk> wrote:
Thanks we shall provide a report to Daniel johns limited following agreement of our terms of
engagement .
Regards
Sent from my iPhone

Kind Regards

Maruf Ahmed FCCA
Financial Advisor

Address: Ceme Innovation Centre, Marshway, Rainham, RM13 8EU
Head Office: +44 (0) 132 231 2233
Website: www.danieljohns.co.uk

Email: maruf@danieljohns.co.uk
Skype: danieljohnsuk
Why not follow us:
YouTube | Facebook | Twitter | Google + | Pinterest | Vimeo

DISCLAIMER: This email is confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual to whom it is
addressed. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in
reliance upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If
you received this in error, please contact the sender and destroy any copies of this information.
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Matthews & Goodman is a Limited Liability Partnership (LLP) which is owned by Equity Members of Matthews & Goodman LLP.A list of Members is
available on application to the LLP Secretary at our registered office at 33 Robert Adam Street, London W1U 3HR. It is registered in England and Wales
with registered number OC312368. The term ‘partner’ is used to refer to a member of the partnership, or to an employee of equivalent standing and
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